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Optimum Repeater Insertion for on-chip Global
Interconnects in High Performance Deep Submicron ICs
P.V.Hunagund and A.B.Kalpana
But for deep submicron IC’s considering inductance effects
also essential. We first deal with a realistic estimation of the
power consumption in global wires including that due to
repeaters, used to speed these wires. Having quantified this as
a function of future technology nodes, we then introduce a
efficient, methodology which minimizes the power
consumed by repeaters in global interconnects.
For an RC line, repeater insertion outperforms wire sizing.
It is shown in this paper that this behavior is not the case for
an RLC line. The minimum signal propagation delay always
decreases with increasing line width for RLC lines if an
optimum repeater system is used. With increasing demand
for low-power ICs, different strategies have been developed
to minimize power in the repeater insertion process. The line
inductance, however, has yet to be considered in the
optimization process of sizing a wire driven by a repeater
system. As shown in Fig.1, the minimum delay for a signal to
propagate along an RLC line decreases while the power
dissipation increases for wider interconnect. In this work
tradeoff between signal propagation delay and transient
power dissipation in sizing a long interconnect driven by a
repeater system is discussed. Both line inductance and
short-circuit power are considered.

Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of power
dissipation during buffer insertion phase of interconnect
performance optimization. It is shown that the interconnect
delay is actually very shallow with respect to both the repeater
size and separation close to the minimum point. A methodology
is developed to calculate the repeater size and interconnect
length which minimizes the total interconnect power dissipation
for any given delay penalty. This methodology is also used to
quantify relative importance of various components of the
power dissipation for power-optimal solutions for various
technology nodes.
Index Terms—Buffer, Dynamic power, Interconnect, Short
circuit power, Technology nodes.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The power dissipation in high performance integrated
circuits (ICs) is quickly becoming a performance bottleneck.
The scaling paradigm will exacerbate the power problem
severely from many different angles. On one hand the device
leakage power due to sub threshold and gate leakage is likely
to rise in the future. On the other hand, the dynamic power
will also increase not only due to a larger number of devices
and interconnects on the chip, but also owing to the burden of
keeping the speeds of electrical interconnects compatible
with increasing clock frequencies. Certain estimates, which
merely include device power (both dynamic and static), have
shown chip power densities to increase to about 200 W/cm2
at 35 nm node[1]. Including the interconnect power would
substantially increase these power density estimates. This
may lead to a significant increase in the chip temperature,
which would degrade both reliability, through greater
susceptibility to electro migration failures, and performances,
through increased interconnect resistance and poorer device
characteristics. The situation presents an impending power
crisis, which threatens to slow down the progress of the chip
industry.
It is important to identify the major power consumption
sources on a chip, quantify them, and focus on efficient
technological, circuit and/or architectural solutions to
minimize them. Toward this goal, we address a potentially
large source of chip power. the power required for global
signaling. Various techniques has been proposed [2], [3],
[4],[5] for power optimization of global signaling. Paper [6]
presents a methodology to achieve the optimal wire sizing of
buffered global interconnects, but it considers only RC effect.

Fig.1. Minimum signal propagation delay and transient power dissipation as
a function of line width for a repeater system.

II.

REPEATER INSERTION SYSTEMS

The primary objective of a uniform repeater insertion
system is to minimize the time for a signal to propagate
through a long interconnect. Uniform repeater insertion
techniques divide the interconnects into equal sections and
employ equal size repeaters to drive each section as shown in
Fig.2.
In some practical situations, the optimum location of the
repeaters cannot be achieved due to physical space
constraints. Changing the repeater size can compensate for a
change in the ideal physical placement. Bakoglu and Meindl
have developed closed-form expressions for the optimum
number and size of repeaters to achieve the minimum signal
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prropagation deelay in an RC
R interconneect [7]. Adlerr and
Frriedman charaacterized a tim
ming model foor a CMOS invverter
drriving an RC load [8,9]. Thhey used this model to enhhance
thhe accuracy of the repeaater insertionn process inn RC
consideered the intercconnect widthh as a
innterconnects. Alpert
A
deesign parameter [10]. He shhowed that, forr RC lines, reppeater
innsertion outperrforms wire siizing.
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or the special case of an RC
C line ( Lt → 0) , the solutiion
for th
hese equationns is
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So
olving (1) foor the generaal case of an
a RLC line is
analy
ytically intraactable. Thuss, the optimu
um number of
sectiions kopt and the
t optimum rrepeater size hopt for an RL
LC
interrconnect is,
hoppt =

F 2. Uniform reepeater system drriving a distributeed RLC interconnnects.
Fig.
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wherre h1 (TL / R ) and k 1 (TL / R ) are error facttors that accouunt

The delay caan be greatly affected by thhe line inducttance,
paarticularly loow-resistance materials with fast signal
s
traansitions. Ism
mail and Friedm
man extendedd previous research
inn repeater inseertion by considering the linne inductance [11].
Thhey showed thhat on-chip indductance can decrease the delay,
d
arrea, and powerr of the repeatter insertion prrocess as comppared
too an RC linee model [12]. Interconnecct sizing withhin a
reepeater system
m affects two primary desiggn parameterss, the
nuumber of repeeaters and the optimum size of each repeater.
Design criteriaa are developped to determ
mine the optiimum
while coonsidering diff
w
width,
fferent design objectives, suuch as
thhe delay and power.
III.

R0 C t 1
h (T L / R ) & k oppt =
Rt C 0

he effect of thhe inductance and T L / R is
for th
Lt / Rt
R0 C 0
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Cu
urve fitting [14] is employeed to determin
ne a function thhat
urately charactterizes hopt andd kopt. These fu
unctions are
accu
hopt =

R0 C t
1
3
Rt C 0 1 + 0.16(T
L/R )

[
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Th
hese closed form
fo solutionss are highly accurate
a
with an
deelay of the rep
errorr in the total propagation
p
peater system of
a compared to numerical analysis. Theese
less than 0.05% as
mulae can therrefore be conssidered exact for all practiccal
form
purp
poses. Thus, neeglecting induuctance not on
nly increases the
t
total delay of the repeater systeem but signifiicantly increasses
b
area duue to which poower dissipatio
on will be moore.
the buffer
nnects as an RC
R
This trend is expeected since treeating intercon
line and neglectingg inductance rrequires moree repeaters.
k opt =

ANALLYTICAL MODEELING FOR OPTIMUM
P
ATER
REPEA
INSERTION

Traditionallyy, repeaters are
a inserted into RC linees to
e.g., [13],
paartition an inteerconnect linee into shorter sections,
s
thhereby reducinng the total propagation
p
deelay. Applyinng the
saame idea to thhe general casse of an RLC line, repeaterrs are
ussed to divide the
t interconneect line into k sections as shhown
inn Fig.3.

IV.

Figg. 3. Repeaters innserted in an RLC
C line to minimizee the propagationn delay.

The buffers are
a each unifoormly the sam
me size and h times
b
The paarasitic impedaances
laarger than a minimum size buffer.
Rt, Lt and Ct are given by Rt=R
Rl, Lt=Ll and Ct =Cl respecttively,
w
where
R, L, and
a
C are thhe resistancee, inductance,, and
caapacitance perr unit length of the intercoonnect and l is
i the
leength of the liine. The buffeer output impedance Rtr is R0 /h
annd the input capacitance
c
off the buffer CL is hC0. Wheere R0
annd C0 are thee minimum size buffer outtput resistancee and
innput capacitannce respectivelly.
The total proopagation delaay of the repeeater system is
i the
suum of the indivvidual propagaation delays of the k sectionns and
is a function of h and k forr a given inteerconnect line. The
a minimuum is
vaalues of h and k at which the total delay tpdtotal
p
deetermined by simultaneouusly solving the
t followingg two
diifferential equuations [14],
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]

TOTA
AL POWER DIS
SSIPATION FOR
R REPEATER
SYSTEMS

A.
A Short-cirrcuit power disssipation
or wide interconnect, the shhort-circuit power increases as
Fo
mes dominantt. Furthermoore,
the line capacittance becom
ng the numberr of
increeasing the lenggth of the sectiion by reducin
repeaaters increasees the short-ccircuit power of each sectiion
due to
t the higher section
s
impeddance.
Th
he total short-circuit power [15] of a repeeater system iss
(
(7)
Psc −total = kopt − RLCC Psc −sec tion

wherre
Psc −sec tion =

1
I peak tbaaseVdd f
2

(
(8)

p
m Vdd to grounnd,
wherre Ipeak is the peak
current thhat flows from
tbase is the time peeriod during w
which both traansistors are on,
o
Vdd is the supply voltage,
v
ng frequency.
and f iis the switchin
B. Dynamicc power dissipation
Th
he dynamic power
p
is the ppower required to charge and
a
disch
harge the variious device annd interconneect capacitances.
The total dynamicc power[15] iis the summattion of the CV2f
power from the linne capacitancee and the repeeaters.
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Pdyn − total = Pdyne − linee + Pdyn − repeaterrs

(9)

N
Numerical
metthods are useed to obtain values of Wint
for
i
specific interconnect and repeatter parameterss.
the tootal
ver a range of practical iinterconnect width,
w
Ov
transsient power inncreases as sshown in Fig.. 5. As the liine
increasses
lengtth increases, the
t total powerr dissipation rapidly
r
with
h increasing liine width as the interconn
nect capacitannce
beco
omes dominannt.

w
where
2
Pdyn− reepeaters = kopt − RLC
R hopt − RLC C0Vdd f
2
Pdyn−line = CintVdd
f

(10)
(11)

Pdyn-repeaters deepend on botth the numberr and size off each
reepeater. Whille the numbeer of repeateers decreasess, the
reepeater size inncreases. The dynamic pow
wer dissipatedd by a
linne increases with
w greater linne capacitancee (as the line width
w
is increased). The
T dynamic power
p
r
wever,
of the repeaters,
how
w wider linees. As
deecreases sincee fewer repeateers are used with
shhown in Fig. 4,
4 the total dyynamic powerr is a minimum
m for
thhin interconnecct.

Fig. 5.
5 Total transient power
p
dissipationn as a function off interconnect widdth.

To
o obtain opttimum widthh, expression
ns for the liine
impeedances which model the interconnecstt are presenteed.
Negllecting the line dielectric losses, a lossy trransmission liine
is reepresented by the line resiistance R, ind
ductance L, and
a
capaacitance C, all per unit lengtth.

F 4. Dynamic power
Fig.
p
dissipationn as a function of interconnect width for
l=220 mm.

C. Total power
p
dissipaation
In order to
t develop an appropriate criterionn for
deetermining thhe optimal interconnectt width bettween
reepeaters, the total
t
transientt power dissippation of a syystem
neeeds to be chaaracterized. The
T total transsient power caan be
deescribed as
Ptotal(Wint)=V
) ddf{kopt-RLCC(Wint)[0.5Ipeaak(Wint)
tbase(Wint
Wint)VddC0]+Vdd
i )+hopt-RLC(W
d Cint(Wint)}

R=

ρ

(114)
TWint
wherre, T, Wint aree the line ressistivity, thick
kness and widdth
respeectively.
Assuming a sinngle line, C is ggiven by,
C

= 1.13

Wint
⎛W ⎞
+ 1.44⎜ int ⎟
H
⎝ H ⎠

0.11

⎛T ⎞
− 1.47⎜ ⎟
⎝H ⎠

0.42

ε ox
o
L is the self-indductance of the line and is given
g
by

(12)

⎡ ⎛ 2l ⎞
⎛ W + T ⎞⎤
⎟⎟ + 0.5 + 0.22⎜ int
L = 200 ⎢ln⎜⎜
⎟⎥
W
l
+
T
⎠⎦
⎝
⎠
⎣ ⎝ int

All of the terrms in Eq.(122) are functionns of the line width
w
exxcept Vdd, C0, and f. Botth transient power
p
compoonents
linne width, thereeby decreasinng the
deecrease with increasing
i
tootal power until the line capacitance becoomes dominannt.
For an RLC interconnect, fewer repeateers are necessaary to
drrive a line whiile achieving the
t minimum propagation delay.
d
Foor an inducttive interconnnect, the linne capacitancce is
tyypically largerr than the inpput capacitancce of the repeeaters.
Inncreasing the width reducees the power dissipation of
o the
reepeaters and inncreases the power dissipatiion of the linee. The
reeduction in pow
wer dissipatedd by the repeaaters overcomees the
inncrease in the interconnect power
p
until thhe line capaciitance
doominates the line impedannce. After exxceeding a ceertain
w
width,
the totall power increases with incrreasing line width.
w
Thhe total poweer dissipation as a functionn of line widtth for
diifferent intercoonnect lengthhs is shown inn Fig. 5 As thee line
w
width
increasess from the minnimum width (i.e.,
(
0.1. mm in
i the
exxample technoology), the tottal power disssipation is redduced.
A minimum traansient power dissipation
d
theerefore occurss with
thhin interconnect (see Fig. 5)). The minimuum transient power
p
diissipation is obbtained from
∂Ptottal
(13)
=0

(115)

(116)

Eq
q. (5) and Eqq. (6) are veerified for diffferent value of
interrconnect lengtth [0.25µm tecchnology]as sh
hown in Tablee.I.
The number of secction kopt is com
mpared for RC
C and RLC linnes
intercoonnect length as shown in Fig.6.
The vallue
for various
v
F
hopt is
i computed for
f different innterconnect wiidth as shownn in
Tablle.II and hopt is compared for RC and
d RLC lines for
f
vario
ous interconneect width as shhown in Fig.7
7.
TABLE I: VALUE OF HOPT AND KOPTT FOR DIFFERENT INTERCONNECT
GTH.
LENG
hopt
l
Lt
hopt
kopt
Rt
Ct
kopt
(mm) (Ω)
(nnH)
(pF)
(RC) (RC) (RLC) (RLC)
0.37
2
49.6
0
0.74
75
2
59
1
4
99.2
1
1.48
75
4
59
3
0.74
1.11
6
148.8
2
2.22
75
5
59
4
8
198.4
2
2.96
75
7
59
5
1.48
1.85
10
248
3
3.70
75
9
59
6
TABLE
T
II: VALUE OF HOPT FOR VARIOUS INTERCO
ONNECT WIDTH
w
L
C
hoppt
R
hopt
(nH/cm)
(pF/cm) (R
(µm)
(
(Ω/cm))
RC)
(RLC)
51
0.9
0
494
4.75
1.73
44
75
1.8
1
248
3.70
1.85
59
160
2.4
2
76
5.30
2.60
79
7.5
7
35
3.47
5.16
145
333

∂Wint

where ∂Ptotall / ∂Wint is a nonlinear function
f
of Wint.
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